A. Listen to the song. Then complete the lyrics with all the prepositions you hear.

Are you sick and tired ___ working hard day and night?

Do you like to look at the world in shades of black and white?
Your life can still be everything that you were dreaming ___.

Just take a look around you and see all the colors ___ love.

You wake up every morning and go through the same old grind.
You don’t know how the light ___ the window could be so unkind.

If blue is the color that you choose when the road is rough,
you know you really need to believe ___ the colors ___ love.

The colors ___ love
are as beautiful as a rainbow.
The colors ___ love
shine ___ everyone ___ the world.

Are negative thoughts and emotions painful to express?
They’re just tiny drops ___ the ocean ___ happiness.

And these are the feelings you must learn to rise above.
Your whole life is a picture you paint ___ the colors ___ love.

B. Reread the lyrics. Circle one gerund and four infinitives.